JAIN UNIVERSITY
Jain University has been the benchmark for quality education and excellence in
extracurricular activities. Over the years, JU-Knowledge campus has emerged as one of
the top colleges across India. Apart from academics, the University has been the launch
pad for those with exemplary talents and provide shelter to hone many a myriad of
talents - be it artistic, literary or even sports. There are a variety of forums and clubs to
accommodate such young talent and students of such calibre are able to perform in
their respective fields with passion and grace.

THE CULTURAL FORUM
The Cultural Forum is a forum of budding artists and talented students who put
together all their creative thoughts, efforts and energies with innovations to pull off
various events in Jain University. We mainly deal with event management and also
provide an imposing platform for individuals to showcase their talent in the events
conducted by other colleges and institutions.
The Cultural forum is the driving force behind organizing all the cultural fests such as
Anveshana, an intra-collegiate fresher’s fest, Taru Samskriti - Samaagama, state level
inter-collegiate PU fest and Samyoga - a national level intercollegiate fest. The forum
also hosts PULSE - a National Level Dance Fest, wherein 200 colleges across India
participate. The students of the forum come together and work towards achieving
excellence in extracurricular activities.

PULSE
PULSE, the National Level Dance Fest, clocks in this year at Jain University to give young
dancers an inexplicable opportunity to showcase their talent and express themselves
through their dance moves.
In the year 2011-2012, this amazing dance extravaganza was conceptualized. Various
Sandalwood personalities like Rakshith Shetty, Aishani Shetty, Master Anand and many
more have been part of Pulse in all these years. The significant aspect of Pulse is the
celebrities who come to judge and encourage the participants. Last year, Paul Marshal,
Lakshmi Gopalswami and International dancer Sylvia Lo were the judges for the various
dance events. This year Pulse is back on 21st January 2017 with much more energy, fun
and excitement. So come and dance your way towards victory.

PULSE EVENTS






Classical Solo
Indian Solo
Indian Group
Western Solo
Western Group

ON STAGE EVENTS
INDIAN DANCE SOLO
 Event Head:
Shreya Singh: +91 81510 92084
 Deputy Head:
Nischitha. M. Hegde: +91 99860 25656
Preetham.S.A: +91 88849 64440

 Event Description: Dancing with the feet is one thing, but dancing with the heart is
another. Dancer is set to captivate the audience just by simple, yet elegant moves.
Mark your moves!
 Rules & Regulations:
1. Only Indian and bollywood music are allowed.
2. Classical or western music cannot be used. The costumes have to be decent.
3. Vulgarity in costumes or choreography will not be entertained.
4. The songs should be submitted in pen-drive and CD an hour prior to the event.
5. The time limit cannot be exceeded.
6. Time Limit : 3+1 minutes .

INDIAN DANCE (GROUP)
 Event Head:
Shreya Singh: +91 81510 92084
 Deputy Head:
Sumana S A: +91 81974 43024
Supreethi Mohapatra: +91 89081 99140
Preetham S A: +91 8884 964440
 Event Description: The truest expression of people is in its dances and music. Bring
common ideologies, emotions, thoughts and style together. Share your groups’
energy on stage either through theme or non-theme.
 Rules & Regulations:
1. Only Indian and bollywood music are allowed. Classical or western music cannot
be used.
2. The costumes have to be descent. No vulgarity in costumes or choreography
will be entertained.
3. The songs should be submitted in pendrive and CD an hour prior to the event.
4. Member limit and the time limit cannot be exceeded.
5. Member Limit : 8-15 members Time Limit : 4+2 minutes.

WESTERN DANCE (SOLO)
 Event Head :
Suman Modi: +91 99015 10248
 Deputy Head:
Vaishnavi Sharma: +91 81478 58146
Ashwini: +91 88676 73449
 Event Description: This event is to enhance skills of western moves in Indian
talents. Set your journey by bringing audience a step closer to your steps.
 Rules & Regulations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Western dance forms only.
Western songs only
No vulgarity in music and choreography
Dress code should be decent
Time Limit : 3+1 minutes

WESTERN DANCE (GROUP)
 Event Head :
Suman Modi: +91 99015 10248
 Deputy Head:
Sheetal Jain: +91 81234 99239

 Event Description: Kindle your zest in western moves and set the stage on fire and.
Let your group captivate with creations. The participants can only perform
Western Dance styles like popping, crump, breaking etc.
 Rules & Regulations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Western dance forms only
Western songs only
No vulgarity in music and choreography
Dress code should be decent
Member Limit : 8-15 members
Time Limit : 4+2 minutes

CLASSICAL DANCE (SOLO)
 Event Head
Swathi Gowda: +91 99867 59103
 Deputy Head:
Navya: +91 90353 15508
 Event Description: Indian culture is rich in intangible heritage and one such is
classical dance. Let your dance speak stories in any of the 8 forms of Indian
classical dance.
 Rules & Regulations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Film songs will not be allowed
Songs should be submitted in CD and pendrive one hour prior to the event
The time limit should not be exceeded
No vulgarity in the costume will be entertained
Time limit : 4+2

PRELIMS
 Prelims will be conducted and participants have to send their performing video.
 Participants can also give their auditions in our campus on the following dates:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Indian Solo - 18th January
Indian Group - 18th January
Classical Solo - 18th January
Western Solo - 19th January
Western Group - 19th January

 Videos can be sent through e-mail or whatsapp to the respective event heads,
along with participant’s full name, college name and address and contact details.
 Last date to send the prelims video is 23rd December 2016

*Email id – danceclubculfo@gmail.com*

SL.NO
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

EVENT NAME
INDIAN SOLO
INDIAN GROUP
WESTERN SOLO
WESTERN GROUP
CLASSICAL SOLO

REGISTRATION FEES
200/100/- per head
200/100/- per head
200/-

CONTACT DETAILS
THE CULTURAL FORUM
 Heads of Events  Head of Documentation (For
Registration)

BK Preetham - +91 93423 79508
Priyamvada J - +91 97402 45721

 Heads Of Organising Sukruth S Sudhakar - +91 9980505980
Hasneet Kaur Kohli - +91 80957 33044

D

Sapna Ranka
- +91 95909 36673
Deepthi Gulecha - +91 99642 68567
Apoorva B
- +91 9483504897

